Chapter Grants

- **Date of Occurrence or Due Date**  Applications are due November 15th.

- **What is it**  The Colorado FFA Foundation chapter grant program is designed to assist chapters with equipment and improvement projects they are working on within their community. It is the goal of the donors that the funds will supplement existing equipment or programs—not be the sole source of income. Donors have specific requirements and not all chapters may qualify for all grants, but one application is used for all grant funds. Currently over $15,000 are available in grant funds. It is HIGHLY recommended that other parties be assisting the program as well. If the school, the FFA Chapter, or no other partners are involved, you will likely not receive the grant. Recipients receive their checks at a reception in January at the Stock Show and put together a display board and meet with their donors at the State FFA Convention. New for 2017-18.

- **Who is involved**  The Colorado FFA Foundation funds the grants. Currently we have grant funds from JBS Five Rivers, Colorado Corn, and American Clay Works.

- **Any special considerations or dress required**  It is expected that signage be placed on equipment denoting it was acquired through grant funds.

- **Registration or early due dates involved**  Applications are due November 15.

- **Location of additional information**  Application can be found at Colorado FFA - Grants, Reports, Applications & Forms for Students

- **Primary Contact Person**  Don Thorn